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ThePLUS-Magazine
~ Aviation & Lifestyle ~

Texts and photos by RoyalSP-Members. Our goal is to give our readers a
unique way to discover the universe of #royalsirplus and to get ultimate
insights into the heart of the RoyalSP Aviation Alliance.

Published on the 1st of every month on
royalsirplus.com

Information
This is an information / review in
the  form  of  top  topics  on  the
current  status  in  the  RoyalSP
Aviation  &  Lifestyle  Community
(...) written for family and friends
under  the  heading
"ThePlusMagazine" by  hobby-
based RSP-Managers. The montly
published  magazine  is  not
commercial  and  has  no  financial
intentions.  The  contents  /  articles
are written from the RSP's view in
a neutral and balanced way. RSP-
Planespotting concludes the events
happened this month and also give
an  overview  about  the  RSPS'
community.  The  people,  their
behavior and the topics in general
mentioned  in  the  virtual  aviation
section  are  purely  fictional  and
serve  the  roleplay.  Mentioned
projects  are  based  on  our  hobby
and do not chase any commercial
goals.  If  you have any questions,
please  contact  us  via  our  e-mail:
royalspairline@web.de  or  via
royalsirplus.com/contact/support
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RSP-Planespotting

RSPS Avleague
With the beginning of the RSPS-Avleague Season 1, a new milestone in the history of RSP-Planespotting

has been created. The multi-round Photo Competition consists of 1 vs 1 duels in which the Instagram

community and especially each spotting group can decide on the winner of one of these competitions

through the comments. The winner moves to the next round of the Avleague. The goal is the final, where

the winner of the Avleague will be decided. This one receives a unique trophy and his group additionally

25 point. Overall, it looks like this:

1. Place: 25 points

2. Place: 20 Points

3. Place: 15 Points

4. Place: 0 Points

The Avleague has broken new records within the RoyalSP in terms of member activity and cohesion

within a group. The Instagram community was also surprisingly enthusiastic and actively supported the

participating members  with their  votes  in the comments.  Already,  many members  are  queuing up to

secure a place in the next RSPS Avleague. 

RSP-Family

Again this month, more communities or groups have become part of the renowned RSP Family. Starting

with  normal  Planespotting  communities,  such as  the Triple  Aviation Community,  a  website  has  now

joined the Family for the first time. The Canadian Spotting website has successfully become part of the

RSP Family this month. Mainly the creators of the site are busy posting and researching Aviation News

and posting beautiful pictures and wallpapers.

The content, the beautiful structure, as well as the clear and inviting-looking structure of the site were

decisive in the commitment to join the RSP Family. Congratulations!
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Farewell United B747

Sadly, on November 7 this year, it became history: United Airlines' last B747-400 landed in Honolulu,

marking a significant era in United's and all-aviation history. The legendary B747 flew around the world

for United since 1970, ending its decades-long service for United Airlines in 2017. The present RoyalSP

members witnessed these emotional moments as the last flight of a United B747 from San Francisco took

off and headed to Honolulu, where the era of a queen ended. The Jumbojet should be replaced by more

efficient Dreamliners and Triple Sevens, according to United. 
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Last official Air Berlin flight with passengers

In a highly emotional ceremony, the bankrupt German airline Air Berlin was adopted at Berlin Tegel

Airport.  With thousands of  spectators  in  front  of  the screens  and at  the  airport  itself,  the  last  flight

AB6210 with  the  flight  number  BER4EVR rolled  to  its  gate  with  one  hours  delay.  Full  of  cheers,

clapping, but also tears, the Airbus A320 from Munich in Tegel was received and the service of the airline

stopped  after  almost  40  years.  Also  fully  emotional  were  the  present  RoyalSP members  who  have

captured these moments trembling and freezing as numerous photos. In addition, many members had

gathered digitally for a legendary lifestream. 
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RoyalSP-Virtual Airlines Group

CEO on Hawaii

With timpani and trumpets, the CEO machine was received in Hawaii after being transferred to the island

in  long  tours  and  now  enjoying  a  well-deserved  vacation  in  clear  weather.

After a long-haul flight to Canada, the Airbus A340-300 literally stood on ice for nearly two weeks, as a

contrast program to Hawaii had to be pulled through first. Nature vacation in the luxury tree house and

countless cold tests on the machine had to be done before it went on to Seattle. As already leaked in

rumors,  the CEO SirSimon personally inspected the Boeing manufactory as well  as  his  new Boeing

B777s for Cargo and Co. The contracts for the orders of the B747-8F were also completed which can be

seen now with pride as it is the largest order of airplanes in the history of RSPVAG adding the order of

the B777 and the B747s.

Then a short stopover in Las Vegas was inserted before it went on to Hawaii in one trip. After a long

round over the RSP's main HUB in Hawaii, a go-around was announced. The CEO machine was brought

to the limit when pulling up. With a 26.5 degree climb rate, the colossus was catapulted into the sky and

then flew in from the west with a special permission into Honolulu.

The party of the year?

It is probably the biggest speculation this year, which advances from internal circles of the RoyalSP to the

community. For the birthday of the VCEO SirLeo a seemingly huge event is planned, which is still kept

completely secret. It is only noticeable that every employee, every privy person has to keep silent about

the planned event for the birthday of the VCEO. Even in public, SirLeo is seen less and less, which led to

rumors that SirLeo was out of the country. Basically, the community now has to wait and drink some tea.

Maybe the well-known VCEO has a surprising ace up his sleeve again.
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Aircraft exchange

For  months,  they  have  approached  and  now  the  time  has  come:  The  RSP-International  and  the

RegionalSP confirmed on Friday,  the 17th November,  a  closer  cooperation and,  above all,  a  possible

exchange of aircrafts. The already known codeshares between the International and the RSP-Express are

thus extended to the RegionalSP. As a result,  the International has access to the RegionalSP A320 in

particular,  as the long-awaited RSPI A320 is not yet available due to the postponed reception event.

According to RSP-International, they want to wait until the summer of 2018.

(Dream)liners for RSP-Express

The RoyalSP icannot exclude them completey and certainly not the RSP Express. The appointment of two

new B787-9 and eventual B787-10 made within the otherwise Airbus-leaded RSPVAG rumors. Express

boss SirDonald calmed the people immediately after the finishing of the contract and raised the mood in

the sense that he had planned for the new Dreamliner all the specials and extras, which, however, only

need to  be confirmed by the manufacturer.  The many interests  and topics  within  the RSP are  to  be

represented by the purchase of the Boeings and in the aircrafts, for example, by custom-made extras and

paints,  said  SirDonald.  Unlike  RSP-Flightschool,  AirRace  and Aeroclub,  they do not  want  to  spend

months preparing for events with a whole semester, but approach the upcoming projects wisely and in a

structured way. 

RSP-Headquarters

For months, the headquarters of the RSP-Management, which is to be built in the Alpine foothills, has

been delayed. Equipped with a fixed helicopter connection,  the main building will  be used for large

meetings, parties and larger events. Nevertheless, there are now problems with the building permit, as the

responsible parties could not agree until now.

As individual evil tongues suspected, it would seem to be a financial problem as well, something that no

one from the RSP has denied - or simply ignored. In addition to the plans of the headquarters, the RSP-

Management has now been presented with a restructuring of the management.

The restructuring of the RSP-Express is more complicated than expected due to the inclusion of the

tracking system. In addition, the future of SirDonalds seems uncertain, as he had lately  insufficiently

supported  the  classification  of  the  routes,  does  not  stand  behind  his  team  according  to  unofficial

information and caused displeasure through the seemingly poor handling of his employees.
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RSP-Lifestyle – Topic: Sights
In this section we offer our members the option of publishing one of their photos in the magazine. In each

magazine four photos taken by our members are published. Lean back and enjoy the photos from our

international community!

With its impressive size and stately construction, the Eiffel Tower is one of the most impressive sights in

Paris. This beautiful photo with the RoyalSP cards and official RoyalSP caps was sent to us by a member.
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Stonehenge - an ancient relic from the past. It has always been a popular destination for travelers in the

UK and has now been photographed for the first time by a RoyalSP member! 

Be sure to wear flowers in your hair! Greets from San Francisco with the Limited Edition“Golden Gate”

RoyalSP-Card!
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Small but nice! The specially built for the "Expo '58" Atomium in Brussels is worth it with a height of

105m in any case, let's go on a trip to the European metropolis!

Oh how beautiful is Singapore! With this beautiful sight

of  the  world  metropolis  you  just  get  keen  on  flying

again!
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